
Customers’ long term priorities

A constant supply of high quality drinking water

• The ready availability of safe  drinking water is the main priority for customers. 

• Water hardness is seen as an inconvenience, but is preferred to their water being ‘tampered with by 

Southern Water adding lots of chemicals’.

• Customers feel the current three drought steps (temporary use bans, non-essential use bans, rotacuts

– where water is only available for a few hours) are sensible and should be maintained in the future.

• The current  level of experienced restrictions  is seen as having a manageable impact on customers' 

lives. Rotacuts / standby pipes in extremis only.

• Awareness that challenges to water supply may increase in coming years, and a desire to preserve 

what we have for future generations.

Protecting nature and the environment 

• Protecting the environment is very important to customers - seen as an overarching theme.

• The environment was most readily associated with nature and wildlife: customers expect us not to 

pollute the environment.

• Limited understanding of the wastewater business but recognition that we must remove and treat 

wastewater in a way that is effective and environmentally friendly. 

• Customers expect bathing waters to be safe to swim in and are generally satisfied with improvements 

in recent years.

• There was a lack of clarity regarding roles, recognising we are one of a number of agencies. Our role 

was seen as being guardians of the environment rather than driving / leading improvement.
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Customers’ long term priorities

Effective customer service and engagement

• Customers expect us to resolve their problems by providing good customer service, however this was 

not their main concern for investment (even when shown current performance).

• Customers expect us to ensure that there is a water supply for all, especially for those with medical 

needs. Broadly, there is support for social tariffs based on the assumption that the system is not being 

abused.

• Customers want to use water effectively. They expect us to be working in partnership with them and 

those that produce water efficiency products (discounted water butts etc.) to ensure that their water 

usage is not wasteful. 

• Customers want entertaining information to be presented through their existing communication 

channels such as Facebook, TV ads etc.

• Overall our bills were seen as affordable, when compared to gas and electricity. 

Investing in infrastructure for future generations

• Growth and development in the South East are seen as significant: customers feel we need to be 

investing in infrastructure for water and wastewater services for future generations. 

• Customers make a strong link between development and sewer flooding. They are very sympathetic 

towards those who experience flooding and believe that we should do what is ‘reasonable’, with an 

acceptance that some flooding will always be unavoidable.

• Customers think of leaks within the context of water efficiency. Customers expect us to do more to 

reduce leaks, despite us being a top performer in this area, they find current levels unacceptable as a 

point of principle. New technologies and investment in infrastructure are seen as key to reducing 

leaks. 
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